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Summary
Choose a popular domain name,
search for it, or pay the asking
price. Consider a domain transfer
if you want to switch registrars.

What Is A Domain
Transfer?

Domain transfer is the process of
moving your domain name from one
registrar to another. You must have
been with your current registrar for at
least 60 days to be eligible for a
domain transfer. Here's a step-by-step
tutorial for transferring a domain.



Make sure your domain is
eligible for a transfer

Keep your contact information
updated for the transfer process.
Check account data and name,
phone number, and physical
address for missing information to
avoid delays or refusal.

If you created or transferred your
domain name within the last 60
days, it is ineligible for transfer,
according to ICANN criteria. Do the
calculations before making the
switch to ensure you're not wasting
your time.

Update your contact
information



Set up your email sending
domain name

To unlock your domain, look for
the "unlock domain" option in your
registrar's control panel. Domains
are locked to prevent unauthorized
modifications or deletion and can
be transferred to another registrar
once unlocked.

Domain registrar offers email
service with domain name, but email
addresses may be terminated when
migrating. Have backup email
account ready. GauravGo can help
optimize email correspondence for
business expansion.

Unlock your domain



Request an authorization
code

An authorization code is needed
to transfer your domain to
prevent unauthorized access. It
acts as a link between your
previous registrar and new
provider and must be provided
within five days by email.

Create an account with your new
registrar next. Find its transfer
service page and enter the domain
name you want to transfer. The
"www" is unnecessary; simply enter
your domain name and suffix
(e.g.,.com,.org,.info, etc.).

Create an account with
your new registrar



Enter the authorization
code

When transferring registrars,
confirm contact information and
formally approve the transfer, and
be prepared to answer inquiries
about why you're leaving.

Enter the authorization code
provided by your prior registrant.
Check that you input the code
exactly as it was given to you. The
transfer will fail if the code does not
match, and you will have to restart.

Authorize the domain
transfer



Pay for your domain
transfer

When your original provider
releases the domain, it will take time
for your new registrar to configure
your domain and servers. This
procedure often takes several days
to a week. During this move, your
website will still be accessible
through your previous registrar.

You must now pay for the transfer
of your domain name. Although your
new provider may need you to pay
for a year of service, free first-year
promotions are common.

Finalize the domain
transfer



Decide on a public or
private domain

Some service providers offer the
option to hide public WHOIS
information for home-based
businesses, while private domains are
more expensive.

Cancel your previous
service

Deactivate your old registrar
service immediately when your new
account has been established and
your domain has been successfully
transferred. After you've ensured
that everything works properly,
cancel your old service to avoid
being paid again.



Conclusion 
As you may have suspected from
reading this essay, completing a
domain transfer isn't rocket science
- you simply need to follow the
steps and ensure you're providing
the essential information along the
way. If done correctly, it should
have no effect on your visitors.

Start using GauravGo.

Learn more about how to use
GauravGo to create a custom
domain email account. GauravGo
provides more services in addition
to high-quality security. Until then,
be informed and safe.


